Effects of rotating dust grains on the instability of dust-acoustic waves in a complex Lorentzian plasma\textsuperscript{1} MYOUNG-JAE LEE, KYU-SUN CHUNG, Hanyang University — Charged non-spherical dust grains can rotate due to the interaction with surrounding plasmas or oscillating electric field. The rotational effect will modify the conventional plasma wave dispersion relations. In this work, the growing of dust-acoustic wave is investigated in the presence of the rotating dust grains in a complex Lorentzian plasma. Full spectrums of the growth rate of the dust-acoustic wave is obtained and the effect of dust grain rotation is discussed. The Lorentzian plasma effect on the growth rate is also analyzed. The growth rate was found to be enhanced by the rotation of dust grains, but suppressed by the Lorentzian plasmas.
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